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First Annual Session of SIDM
New Delhi, 26 September 2018

On 26 September 2018, SIDM organised its first ‘Annual Session’ with the theme ‘Self Reliance is Crucial for
India’s Defence & Security’ at the Taj Mahal Hotel, Man Singh Road, New Delhi. The seminar was spread
across two sessions namely `Making India a Strong and Resilient Defence Manufacturing Hub’ and `Defence
Industrial Production Corridors are making Industry Friendly Military Production Policies’…
Click here to read more

POLICY ADVOCACY
Industry interaction with SHQs and MoD on ‘MAKE Projects’ at IDS Kashmir House
SIDM led industry representatives from Bharat Forge Ltd. and PTC Industries to an interaction between the
representatives of SHQrs, MoD (DDP/Acquisition Wing), Indian Business Organisation (IBO) and DPSUs on MAKE
Projects available to the private sector. The interaction was held at IDS Kashmir House on 28 September 2018. The
industry representatives drew attention of the representatives of SHQs to the issues currently being faced…
Click here to read more

E- VALUE ADDED SERVICES

Among other services, SIDM curates opportunities in defence manufacturing from India and around the world.
Global tenders, government RFPs/RFIs, other business alerts and a product/service directory are available
exclusively to SIDM Members and the subscribers of SIDM ‘E-Value Added Service (E-VAS).’ E-VAS is an
integrated platform and directory of all defence manufacturing opportunities, which allows members to keep
abreast with business opportunities from the global defence industry. Subscribers will receive daily email alerts,
along with a monthly bulletin highlighting SIDM activities, proceedings of various events, important
developments in the sector. In addition, subscribers would also receive leads and alerts about consulting and
other services offered by SIDM. Annual fee for the E-VAS is Rs. 10,000/- For subscribing to SIDM's E-VAS
service, or to seek more information, please write to yashvardhan.verma@cii.in.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Indian Army MAKE Projects Seminar 2018
29 October 2018

The Society of Indian Defence Manufacturers in association with the Indian Army is organizing the Indian Army
MAKE Projects Seminar 2018 on Monday, 29 October 2018 at Jacaranda Hall, India Habitat Centre, Lodi
Road, New Delhi. MAKE process is at the very heart of Make in India. This category was formally introduced
in DPP 2016 as a separate chapter with an emphasis on import substitution, wider participation of Indian
industry, incentives for the MSME sector and self-reliance….
Click here to read more

MEMBERSHIP UPDATE

As on 15 October, over 300 companies have applied for membership to SIDM.
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